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Xolani Ringane

Tshwane University of Technology Women 
Athletics team recently participated in the 
Federation of Africa University Sports (FASU) 

games that took place at Nairobi, Kenya from 6 June 
to 12 June 2022. 

The Ladies relay team 400mx1 included Simonay 
Weitsz who specializes in 800m and 1500m, 
Mpontsheng Sekese who did 100m and 200m, 
Angelique Strydom who did 400m and 200m and 
Gézelle Magerman who did the 400m hurdles and 
short hurdles.

The team also ran 400mx4 relay and won Gold. 

Simonay Weitsz came 2nd in the 1500m women 
obtaining the Silver Medal, on day 2 she won Gold in 
800m race, Angelique Strydom who just recovered 
from injuries ran 400m and 200m and got Silver from 
both events, Mpontsheng Sekese ran 100m and got 
Silver and also ran 200m and got Bronze and lastly 
Gézelle Magerman ran 400m hurdles and got Gold 
and also ran short hurdles and got Gold.

Mpontsheng Sekese, an Advanced Diploma in 
Business Administration TUT Student detailed her 
experience.

“It was quite an experience since it was my first time 
competing internationally, my aspirations for the 
whole team is to see everyone succeeding in what 
they do, reaching their goals and living their best lives 
from doing what they love.I am very much happy with 
everyone's performances, we all tried our best and I 
know we will do better next time” added Sekese.

Angelique Strydom, a second year TUT Student in 
Interior Design shared her experience.“I think I could 

have run better although I gave it my best and all that 
I had, I wished that I could improve on my times a bit 
more but unfortunately that did not happen. I am 
super happy with the Silver I got because that was 
my first time winning a medal at an internationally 
recognized competition. My aspirations for the 
whole team is that, we build on what achieved, I am 
hoping for more medals as a team in the future” said 
a triumphant Strydom.

Whitney Matseba, a TUT Athletics Office Assistant 
shared what she thinks of the Women’s Athletics 
team.

“Our goal was to win the FASU Games in the Athletics 
category but unfortunately UJ beat us with 1 Gold 
medal and we maintained number two overall 
position. We haven’t given up as yet. More races are 
coming and we will still shine and rise as TUT Athletics 
Home of Championships” Matseba added.  

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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Women Athletics team 
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YouTube: BUA TV
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suggestions contact us:

Physical Address: 
Tshwane University of Technology 
Pretoria Campus 
Staatsartillerie Rd, Pretoria, 0183 
Building 4 – 218 

Telephone:                                                                                                                                         
012 382 4266

Email:                                                                                                                                             
BUAnewspaper@TUT.ac.za

Where to get help on campus

Types of 
violence

Students and 
employees 
experiencing 
any distress are 
encouraged to 
contact:

Campus Protection Services (CPS): 012 382 4369  

Trauma counselling, referrals and general mental 
support for Employees 
TEED: Employee Health and Wellness: 
012 382 5902/5435

Counselling, referrals and general mental health 
support for Students 
Student Development Support: 012 382 5076 

TUT Health and Wellness Directorate, (Related health 
issues e.g.(rape) 
Pretoria : 012 382 6612 
Emalahleni : 013 655 3222 
Ga-Rankuwa : 012 382 0572 
Mbombela : 013 745 3591 
Polokwane : 015 287 0706 
Soshanguve : 012 382 9184

NB! 

GBV can be 

PHYSICAL, 
SEXUAL, 
EMOTIONAL, 
FINANCIAL or 

STRUCTURAL,
and can be perpetrated 
by intimate partners, 
acquaintances, strangers 
and institutions. 
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Violence against women 
and girls (VAWG)

Violence against women and girls is 
a grave violation of human rights. 
Its impact ranges from immediate to 
long-term multiple physical, sexual 
and mental consequences for women 
and girls, including death.

Violence against LGBTQI 
people

However, it is possible for people of 
all genders to be subject to GBV. For 
example, GBV is often experienced 
by people who are seen as not 
conforming to their assigned gender 
roles, such as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and/or intersex people.

Intimate partner violence 
(IPV)

IPV is the most common form of 
GBV and includes physical, sexual, 
and emotional abuse and controlling 
behaviours by a current or former 
intimate partner or spouse, and can 
occur in heterosexual or same-sex 
couples.

Domestic violence (DV)

Domestic violence refers to violence 
which is carried out by partners or 
family members. As such, DV can 
include IPV, but also encompasses 
violence against children or other 
family members.

Sexual violence (SV)

Sexual violence is any sexual act, 
attempt to obtain a sexual act, 
unwanted sexual comments or 
advances, or acts to traffic, or 
otherwise directed, against a person’s 
sexuality using coercion, by any person 
regardless of their relationship to the 
victim, in any setting, including but not 
limited to home and work.

Indirect (structural) violence

Structural violence exists when 
certain groups, classes, genders or 
nationalities have privileged access 
to goods, resources and opportunities 
over others, and when this unequal 
advantage is built into the social, 
political and economic systems that 
govern their lives.

TUT SAYS NO TO
Gender-based violence (GBV)
Gender-based violence (GBV) is a profound and widespread problem in South Africa, impacting on 
almost every aspect of life. GBV (which disproportionately affects women, girls and LGBTQI people) 
is systemic, and deeply entrenched in institutions, cultures and traditions. The Gender-based 
violence (GBV) is building on the momentum and discussion from recently convened Presidential 
National Gender and Femicide Summit, which sought to address GVB in institutions and everywhere 
in our lives, from transport systems, to student movements and in our homes. 
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TUT hosts 
Ditshego Media for a 
Social Media Masterclass
Zandile Magubane and Xolani Ringane

Black Management Forum (BMF) National Students 
Charter hosted Tebogo Ditshego, the CEO of Ditshego 
Media and the President of Public Relations Institute of 

Southern Africa (PRISA) at Prestige Auditorium on 15 June for a 
Social Media Masterclass.

 “If you don’t know your worth, then nobody will appreciate 
your value.” Those were the words of the world renowned 
entrepreneur.

Ditshego shared tips of how to adequately market a brand. He 
further emphasised on the use of social media to market your 
brand as well as being mindful of the kind of photos of yourself 
you upload on social media. Felicia Malebe, a Rosebank College 
student studying her 3rd year in public relations was inspired by 
Ditshego through his social media page. 

“I was just scrolling through my social media pages and saw 
Ditshego Media page and followed it. I don’t really have that 
much information about him but just by the social media posts I 
got inspired. “Malebe added.

First Prince of TUT and TUT Operations Management student 
Enock Molingila, who is also an entrepreneur found the event 
very powerful and informative and would apply the knowledge 
he learnt to grow his own creations. 

Thuto Ditshego, who is a Photographer and Operations Manager 
at Ditshego Media said that when Tebogo started his business 
the family was not too optimistic until they saw the results of 
Tebogo’s hard work.  

“When he started he did share his ideas with me, we never 
believed in the family that the business will pull through then 
several years later he called me on board.” Ditshego added. 

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

Mihlali Matiwane

The Tshwane University of 
Technology held Alumni Chapters 
launch on the 3rd of June 2022 in 

the Winston Mankunku Ngozi Building, 
at the Faculty of Arts and Design.The 
impression of the launch is to create a 
programme that invites graduates, from 
TUT, to collaborate with their alma mater 
by sharing their experience gained in the 
industry they work for, with the current 
students of the institution.

Shalate Davhana, Alumni Relations 
Manager at TUT, said “We would want 
former students to give back to the 
university as mentors, as donors and as 
ambassadors of the university. We also 
expect them to be advisors because they 
are in the industry. 

According to Davhana, TUT needs to 
start telling their story that it can actually 
contribute to the world, ’’ We are not some 
university that is standing at the back 
behind a taxi rank somewhere, but we are 
able to produce quality,” added Davhana.

Dr Laetitia Orlandi, acting assistant dean 
for the Faculty of Arts and Design at TUT 
said “We were happy that many alumni 
responded positively to the invitation, 
some attended in person, but I hope that 
there were many online as well. We are 
very satisfied with our guest speakers and 
their inspirational messages that they 
delivered.”

Orlandi said that the reason they want 
to bring back the alumni is so that the 
alumni can help students understand how 
to make it into the industry once they 
have graduated, “As our guest speakers 
mentioned, students don’t always know 
what to do. They get all these skills here, 
they are trained really well at a very high 
level, and they leave the university,I 
think some of our artists have had the 
privilege of having mentors, or just being 
smart enough on how to survive on the 
streets and how to make it on their own 
as entrepreneurs, but for most of our 
students they really need the guidance 
and the knowledge on what to do next”, 
added Orlandi.

The Faculty of Arts and Design is one of 
seven faculties of TUT. There are yet to 
be more launches of the Alumni Chapters 
at the remaining six faculties of this 
institution. 

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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Alumni Chapters launch 
at Faculty of Arts and Design

We felt that it is We felt that it is 
very important to very important to 

strengthen our relationship strengthen our relationship 
with our alumni  with our alumni  

community.community.

Shalate Davhana,
Alumni Relations Manager at TUT

 The Director of Advancement and Partnerships Office (APO) Dr Pule (back row, second from the right)  
and members of the newly appointed Committee for the Faculty of Arts and Design.

 Ditshego Tebogo CEO of Ditshego Media
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Three Time graduate  pursuing 
Master's Degree
Excel Fongoma

Princess Lerato Makofane, a registered student 
at TUT who received a cum laude is now 
pursuing a Masters in Management Sciences 

in Marketing Management. 

“Looking back at my situation, giving up was never a 
safer option. I always had to remember that working 
hard and persevering would be the only way to find 
the right path in succeeding and achieving my dream 
of creating a better future and growing in the field of 
academia.” 

Makofane says it was this mind-set that led her 
down the path of academic success.

She enrolled at TUT in 2017 for a NDip. Marketing 
and graduated with a cum laude. In 2020, despite the 
fact that she had no funding, she then pursued an 
advanced diploma in Marketing putting her faith in 
God. Makofane said, “The fact that I had no funds for 
pursuing my studies did not demoralised me since I 
had faith that God will make a way.

During the pursuit of her advanced diploma, she 
was granted a bursary that she did not apply for, the 
Gauteng City of Region Academy (GCRA) bursary. 
She said, “During that year I received a call from the 
Department of Higher Education stating that I am 
awarded a GCRA (Gauteng City of Region Academy) 

bursary. I questioned myself how that was possible 
because I had not applied for this bursary nor 
submitted any documents.”

“Consequently, I remembered the book of Isaiah 
60:22 when God says ‘When time is right, I the lord 
will make it happen’.” In all her steps, Makofane is 
mindful of God working in her life, even with the 
GCRA bursary, she knew it was God’s doing. Her 
religious side was cultivated in university where 
she didn’t have a social life but engaged in religious 
platforms.

In early 2021, in the midst of COVID-19, Lerato 
obtained her advanced diploma. She did not allow 
national pandemic to stop her from achieving her 
advanced diploma with a Cum Laude. 

In 2021, she received a TUT scholarship for her 
Postgraduate Diploma in Marketing. It was a great 
honour and opportunity to receive funds from her 
institution in order to pursue her dream in obtaining 
a Doctorate in philosophy.

Her mother is her source of motivation and 
inspiration. She also mentioned that growing in a 
less privileged home meant that she had to fight in 
order to survive. 

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za  Princess Lerato Makofane on her graduation day

 Thobekile Ngubeni

 Nompumelelo Mahlangu

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE OFFICE: 
A stepping stone for students 
Excel Fongoma

Tshwane University of Technology, Faculty of 
Management Sciences urge all students to be 
aware of the Academic Excellence office. The 

university is targeting at helping students who are 
experiencing academic challenges across all faculties, 
to use the campus resources and departments to get 
help in performing well academically and have health 
body to balance their studies.

Thobekile Ngubeni Dance Postgraduate student said 
“I would like to hearten students who got excluded 
and those who are still trying to their foot on a well-
balanced academic foundation to approach the office.” 
Ngobeni added 

Mental health is a complex matter which cannot be 
ignored, student must not permit that to delay their 
academic performance. The University has Student 
Development Services which offers the services of 
Psychologist. 

“The wonderful portion is the fact that the team which 
is in charge for this office (TUT Pretoria Campus) is 
well-suited as they distribute information to students. 
My wish is students to use their services.” Thobekile 
concluded.

Zikho Leshabane Administrator at Academic 
Excellence office, said “Our office is here to help 

student pass and have all resources required by 
lectures.” Leshabane added “Students with exclusion 
are welcome to come for consultation. We are from 
different backgrounds and we all have the same goal 
to pass and keep the standard of our university to 
be ranged the best university as always. Our office 
get students every day and we help them also with 
personal development and refer them to SDS. Zikho 
concluded ‘’Student have to attend extra classes and 
tutors and mentors are available to help students to 
produce those good results.’’

Nompumelelo Mahlangu Tshwane University of 
Technology Alumni and Postgraduate student Said 
“Reaching out to SDS and having a conversation with 
one of the psychologists, it could be easy to figure 
out the kind of help that you need and in certain 
areas of your life.” Nompumelelo added “the kind of 
support that should be given to you as a student, the 
challenges you are facing will be dealt with, one step at 
a time. Students must identify modules that give them 
challenges and consult with their tutors and mentors 
about the challenging work at hand.” 

Furthermore,“Through a one-on-one session with a 
mentor could walk away with better understanding of 
the module.”Mahlangu concluded.    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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ADVANCEMENT AND 
PARTNERSHIPS OFFICE 

HOME OF ALUMNI 
RELATIONS

Excel Fongoma

The Advancement and Partnerships Office (APO) is the home of Alumni 
Relations that is aimed at assisting Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) 
students further their future. The office does this by securing philanthropic 

grants, donations as well as legacy gifts from their grant-making partners.

Dr Eric Pule, Director at APO says that one of the reasons that the organisation is 
dedicated to providing funding to scholars is because it stands to reaffirm TUT’s 
strategic objective. He said, “Part of our responsibility is to align with current 
strategic objectives of the university, To produce future ready graduates.’”

Pule said, “APO’s role towards the academic enterprise is to support the business 
of the university to see how can we service more students and can be financially 
sustainable.” He also mentioned that APO focuses mainly on fundraising, 
sourcing bursaries and scholarships for students from their first year to their 
postgraduate studies provided that they maintain outstanding marks.

As much as the office would like to offer bursaries to all students, currently, their 
funding strongly depends on the organisations and companies offering these 
funds. They receive specific instructions on what kind of students they wish to 
fund. 

Pule said, “For example now we are dealing with a matter whereby one donor 
specified that they are in need of only 20 Information and Communication 
Technology   first year students. Those that don’t have financial debt and those 
that have shown good results in their first year.”

The APO aims to achieve a cycle of graduates of TUT that become alumina to the 
institution and fund future students who will eventually do the same for the next 
generation. This is mainly expected from students who received job opportunities 
from the company that funded their studies.

Pule said ,’’ Some students receive bursaries from other companies and they 
become fortunate as they get an opportunity to work for those companies for a 
year or two years. This is so that they can be able to give back as they graduate 
and automatically become our alumina.”

The APO is also encouraged by the institutions strategic plan from 2022 to 2025. 
A strategy that aims at producing graduates who are not only ready for the work 
environment but are also ready to create employment for those to come.

Dr Pule added, “It’s exciting 
to be part of the growing 
university like TUT. Looking at 
the University’s strategy for 
2022 to 2025 creating future 
ready graduates who make a 
positive societal impact and that 
makes TUT a unique university 
because we are not just creating 
graduates, but graduates who 
will be able to create jobs when 
they get back to their home 
towns and communities.”    

   
BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

 Dr Eric Pule, Director at APO
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for 2021 in TCE2 Residence

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) Soshanguve North 
campus TCE2 residence, honoured those students who 
performed well academically. On 8 June, Nare Mathekga 

awarded academic excellence certificates and trophies to best 
performers for 2021.

Nare Mathekga Residence Advisor at TCE2 outlined “TCE2 Residence 
Academic Excellence Awards ceremony is hosted annually to 
give recognition and award academic performers. Residence 
are an epitome for academic excellence and accordingly it is our 
responsibility to support the academic programs of the university 
through activities which directly contribute positively to the wellbeing 
of our students. We host this award ceremony not only to give praises 
to performers but also encourage those struggling students and first 
year students to give their best in their studies. We do know it is not 
easy and that is why we give recognition to the academic hard work by 
students as a reward. Our team of mentors are doing excellent work 
also in respect of students who need support. 

According Dickson Augusto, a Bachelor of Education student and 
Top Achiever “I would advise other students to take their academics 
serious. Asking for assistance from students who are mentors is very 
key as they are helpful. I am happy and proud of myself. It is obviously 
not easy having sleepless nights. Having to prepare and complete 
assignments in a manner that I feel is perfect. It feels good to be 
recognised for all the hard work. 

Augusto added “Challenges were there including working under 
pandemic which is not easy and having doubts that maybe the 
academic year will be paused. I believe prioritising my academics and 
continuing to work smart in my academics will help me.”

Dickson concluded “I need to do research that can help me register 
an Honours degree next year. As it is said that an educator is a lifelong 
learner and if I get the opportunity to register the Honours degree it will 
help broader my knowledge in the education space.”   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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 Prince Mangosuthu Buthelezi and Sthembiso Shandu-Mbatha holding the book tittle “Prince 
Mangosuthu Buthelezi_The facts that have been ignored”

TUT ALUMNI
wrote a book about Prince Mangosuthu

Excel Fongoma

Sthembiso Shandu Mbatha, a TUT alumna wrote a book about Mangosuthu 
Gatsha Buthelezi (born 27 August 1928). Buthelezi is a South African politician 
and Zulu tribal leader who founded what became the Inkatha Freedom Party 

(IFP) in 1975, and was Chief Minister of the KwaZulu Bantustan until 1994. He was 
also Minister of Home Affairs of South Africa from 1994 to 2004.

Sthembiso gained interest in writing about Prince Mangosuthu when he noticed that 
from the South African context, Buthelezi’s story was not told in a fair manner that 
expresses all sides of his story.

“By interviewing Prince Mangosuthu, I have noticed that, how Buthelezi is painted 
by people on his past has some contradictions.” Said Mbatha.

Mbatha shared that some people, mostly from opposition parties said Buthelezi was 
not a leader yet there was no story that was told from Mangosuthu’s perspective. 

Mbatha said, “People from opposition parties say that, ‘No he was not much of a 
leader and there was a point whereby he collaborated with Apartheid movement.’ 
Mangosuthu tried to dismiss such allegations and there has never been any book 
that detailed his side of the story with regards to all the things people say about him 
and his role during apartheid struggle”

The focus of the book is the collection The focus of the book is the collection 
of responses where he answers what of responses where he answers what 

has been said about him. It provides research has been said about him. It provides research 
analysis that I have  analysis that I have  
done as an Author.done as an Author.

His intention is not to convince the reader 
to view Buthelezi in a different way but for 
the reader to decide for themselves on what 
they think the true legacy of Buthelezi is.

“My research on this book contains lots of 
things that are new about this icon, he will 
be turning 94 years old this year and he 
hardly attends television interviews because 
of his age. I have been very privileged to be 
given an opportunity to question Buthelezi 
as a Journalist.” Said Mbatha. 

Mbatha’s writing ability is supported by 
his qualifications, a National Diploma in 
Journalism, Btech and Honours Degree he is 
also currently studying towards a Master’s 
Degree in Communication Science. 

The book will be officially published on 27 
August 2022 as a tribute to Mangosuthu 
Buthelezi’s birth date. The book will be 
found online as well as on Amazon website and on ISBN.   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

 Mlamuli Zulu displaying his art work photo 
of Prince Mangosuthu 

Ingcoboco Cultural dance
UNITE STUDENTS OF TUT 
Excel Fongoma

Tshwane University of Technology Pretoria Campus hosted 
Ingoboco cultural structure on 15 June. Ingcobo dance is 
a dance that integrates high kicking motions. It is a dance 

performed by boys and girls without drums and accompanied by a 
chant. The Ingcobo is one of the purest remnants of Zulu tradition. 
Boys and girls perform the dance for transitions ceremonies. It 
teaches the youth the tradition of sharing experiences and building 
unity through common dance. 

Bonga Prince Zungu Btech Nursing Science final year student, 
chairperson of Ingcobo cultural structure. Said “as it is youth month 
we have decided to gather and unite all cultural diversity and 
entertain all students trying to deal with matter related to stress 
depression and reduce the level of drug abuse in our institution.” He 
added “the number of attendance is growing. We are planning to 
host a big event to embrace different cultures on Heritage day.”

According to Nhlanhla Xaba Contact centre Management student 
said “Students whom are participating on this cultural gathering get 
to know each other better and forget about studies’ stress”. 

We plead the university to We plead the university to 
help us with sports ground help us with sports ground 

to be able to perform, our wish is to be able to perform, our wish is 
to host other universities in such to host other universities in such 

gathering. This event is started by gathering. This event is started by 
Zulu students, other tribes are more Zulu students, other tribes are more 

than welcome to join us so that we than welcome to join us so that we 
can be one. We share our can be one. We share our 

traditional differences.traditional differences.

- Nhlanhla Xaba
Khumbuzile Nokwanda Cele Administration general Female 
chairperson Said “Our cultural group means a lot to us, as Africans 
we need to unite and embrace our spirit of ‘Ubuntu’ humanity.
Nokwanda added “Share different beliefs and cultural songs 
that’s our aim in all TUT campuses. Other students are more than 
welcome to join us during practice on Fridays. Ingcoboco don’t have 
to stop after we graduated, we promise we will visit the University 
and the upcoming generation will continue where we left.” Cele 
concluded.   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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PHARMACY GIANTS give back to the less fortunate
Matlotlo Mofokeng

Tshwane University of Technology’s school of 
pharmacy is known for countless things in 
the institution such as its quality graduates 

as well as their own self-proclaimed title; “Legal 
drug lords”, an informal phrase they use to 
describe their future profession as custodians of 
medicine. However, that’s not all, the school of 
pharmacy is also recognised and respected for its 
kindness and humility.
On 13 June 2022, TUT’s school of pharmacy held 
a community soup drive where they handed out 

soup and bread to the less fortunate 
at Church Square, 

Pretoria Central. The soup drive took place in 
the late afternoon, a time where most homeless 
people are normally gathered. 

“The aim of the event is to show the community 
that we care about them because we are health 
care workers at the end of the day”, said Lizzy 
Maake, chairperson of the Tshwane University of 
Technology’s association of pharmacy students. 
She further added “being a health care worker is 
not only being there for people only when they 
are sick, but to also make sure that you be there 
for them to help prevent sickness. The 
soup is 

not just runny soup. It has meat and vegetables to 
help with protein and carbohydrates in the body”, 
stated Lizzy.

“We honestly need more of these interventions as 
homeless people. We don’t have any means to take 
care of ourselves and a meal like this which help 
us have a balanced diet”, stated Andries Modau, 
a homeless man in Pretoria central. Andries and 
his friend Teboho Mohale were amongst those 
who benefited from the drive. “It is painful to ask 
for money from strangers at times because some 

stab us with hurtful words. Food drives help us to 
stop stealing from people in order for us to buy 
bread.”Modau concluded

Pharmacy students in TUT pride themselves 
with their profession and state that for as 
long as support from the department is there 
they will continue being caregivers to the 
community. The drive was paid for by TUT’s 
department of pharmacy and organised by 
the pharmacy students association. Attending 
the drive were the students of pharmacy, 
delegates from the association as well as 
catering ladies. 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za  

 Mr F.A Khumalo

 (from right) Mothome Pitsi, Patson Sibanda and  
Dr. Annah Selofoshe

 Dr Teddy Setshedi and Mothome Pitsi

YOUTH HEALTH Awareness
Zandile Magubane and Excel Fongoma

Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) 
and Student Affairs and Extracurricular 
Department (SAED) hosted a Youth 

Health Awareness Day on the 10th of June at the 
Soshanguve South Campus. The campaign was an 
initiative of the Gauteng Department of Health, in 
collaboration with Tshwane District Health Services, 
to commemorate the Youth Month.Activities 
commenced with aerobics, led by the Directorate of 
Sport and Recreation, followed by a closed session 
whereby the youth were being addressed by TUT 
Soshanguve’s Interim Campus rector Dr Teddy 
Setshedi
Dr Setshedi opened the event by welcoming 
all the honored guests, students and the youth 
from Tshwane sub-Districts. He pointed out that 
economic and structural inequalities put girls and 
women at a high risk of poor health outcomes. He 
said, “Associations between poverty, economic and 
structural inequalities that intersect with gender 
norms disseminate girls and women which are key 
drivers of risk behaviors and poor health outcomes.”

A better tomorrow, for A better tomorrow, for 
me, started yesterday me, started yesterday 
and it continue today. and it continue today. 

Mothome Pitsi
the Chief Director of the Tshwane District. 

He also addressed the youth. Pitsi said “Gauteng 
Department of Health, promotes the living of a 
healthy life among young people. The have various 
programmes, bursaries and learnerships that are 
aimed towards promoting a health conscious life. 

The youth where given an opportunity to air their 
view point on health and wellness. The Department 
of Health wants young people to have a promising 
tomorrow that is not affected by their health. It 
is for this reason that this Health Awareness is 
important and sharing the same sentiments was a 
TUT Informatics student, Njabulo Mcoyi. He said “I 
enjoyed the event and learnt a lot of things. Njabulo 
added, “I love the fact that the youth were given the 
opportunity to voice out their concerns.” 

Also at the event were different health 
organizations, one of which was Tholulwazi Home 
Based Care and Training. An organization that 
provides HIV testing services, voluntary male 
circumcision, initiate clients to take ARV treatment, 
distribute condoms and they also do home based 
care. Mr. F.A Khumalo expressed some of the 
challenges they face when rendering their services. 

He said, “In most cases the stigma around HIV 
makes it difficult to get people to test, a person’s 
personal beliefs and sometimes I think peer pressure 
plays a huge role in the challenges we face.” 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za 
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Mogale Molala 
shook the ground 
through his pain
Zandile Magubane

Mogale Molala, a Tshwane University 
of Technology graduate and student 
has moved mountains and shook the 

ground all through his pain. He completed 
his National Higher Certificate in Financial 
Information Systems at TUT in 2021 and is 
currently pursuing a National Diploma in 
Management Accounting. In addition to that, 
in 2019 he studied Introduction to Project 
Management at the University of Pretoria. 
Upon starting his university journey he also 
established his identity and involved himself in 
activities that uplifted those around him. He said, 
“My aim was always wanting to see people being 
the best versions of themselves and to make sure 
that everyone around me is happy.” 

He volunteered at an orphanage called Pakitha 
Village and founded an organisation called 
Anti-Bits which challenged bullying and the 
use of drugs and alcohol in high-school. The 
organisation also educates high-school learners 
on the dangers and responsibility that comes 
with being sexually active.

His passion is influenced by the pain of his 
parents’ divorce and custody battle. 

I always wanted to I always wanted to 
see people happy see people happy 

and people not going and people not going 
through what I went through what I went 

through while I was through while I was 
growing up.growing up.

Part of his accomplishments are the books he 
has written, ‘The Untold Truth about Pain’ and 
‘Dark Side’ as well as his company, iGrow Group 
which are all initiatives that fulfill his passion 
of encouraging others to use their pain as a 
stepping stone to their breakthrough. 

TUT student Precious Ntoampe appreciates the 
works of Mr Molala saying that she is inspired. 
She said, "Thank you for being such a great 
inspiration." Molala was also present at the 
annual Moithuti conference where he gave his 
facts on forgiveness. He said, "Forgiveness does 
not change the past but it enlarges the future 
and forgiveness is giving up the hope that the 
past could have been any different" 

Ndoni yamanzi also shared her thoughts on 
Mr Molala expressing how inspired she is and 
how highly she values him. She said, "With the 
most inspiring and motivating person. Yoh I 
was overwhelmed when I was listening to with 
him." He has showed us that your past does not 
determine your future, hard wok pay’s off. With 
so much dedication now he is giving back to the 
community.” 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za  

Neo Van Wyk (21), who is 
doing her third year in Musical 
Theatre, stated that Youth Day is the 
awareness of a dream that the youth 
of 1976 fought hard to get, “They 
fought for power and unity and for us, 
the youth, to not be solely focused on 
one specific language, being Afrikaans. 
So, it is a celebration of power and 
unity and us coming together as one 
as the youth to fight for our equal 
rights, and for us to be heard as the 
youth of South Africa”.

Megan Naidoo (20), who 
is doing her second year in 
Performing Arts (Dance), stated 
that the youth are only included 
on Youth day, and that the 
government are for themselves, 
“I feel like Youth Day is the only 
day where the youth gets to feel 
included, but throughout the year 
it’s like we’re forgotten by the 
government”, added Naidoo.

Omogolo Matshane 
(27), who is doing his Masters 
in Performing Arts, feels that Youth 
day should be celebrated throughout 
the month, not just on the day, “Just 
like how we have Women’s month and 
Pride month, let’s at least make it 
a month that is educational, rather 
than making it a holiday, because it’s 
not like people are learning about the 
day, rather they go out to drink”, said 
Matshane.

Khethukuthula Mahamba 
(22), who is doing her first year 
in Commercial Photography, stated 
that Youth Day is overrated, “It’s 
been this whole ‘Sarafina’ scene, 
but nothing actually about the 
youth of today. I feel like it’s just 
pointless”.

Msindisi Nxumalo (25), 
who is doing his second year 
in TED Performance, said he feels 
included by the government as 
a student but not so much as a 
citizen, “I’m using NSFAS, which 
I appreciate, but, coming from a 
very poor township, we cry for so 
many things but the government 
will take time to respond to our 
issues”, said Nxumalo.

Nikita Dyers (20), who 
is doing her third year in 
Performing Arts (Dance), says that 
she finds significance in celebrating 
Youth Day, “I am very privileged to be 
able to do the things that I am able to 
do, especially being a person of colour. 
It’s always heart breaking, that people 
that were younger than me had to 
fight for these things and lost their 
lives, but it’s also inspiring to know 
that they were willing to do that to be 
able to make a better future for us”, 
added Dyers.

On June 16, annually, Youth Day is celebrated in South Africa as a 
reminder of the massacre that took place on June 16, 1976, at Soweto, 
where students were killed while peacefully protesting.
Students from the Faculty of the Arts and Design, at the 
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT), stated their views on 
Youth Day.
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Tech Lab for 
INTERIOR DESIGN DEPARTMENT

Launched
Mihlali Matiwane

On June 6, 2022, the Tech Lab was launched for the Interior Design Department, at 
the Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) Faculty of Arts and Design.
The lab was launched so that the students may familiarise themselves with 

technology that they may come across in the industry of interior design.

Inge Newport, Head of Department for the Interior Design said “Tech Lab will have the 
students comfortable enough to use it and have them introduce the technology used in 
spaces where it has not been introduced, this tech can assist students to develop prototypes 
and final designs and add value to their final presentations, and marketability”. “Being able 
to use this tech is a valuable addition to a student's CV”, added Newport.

The lab opens doors to the adoption of future technologies and will encourage 
collaborations with students from other departments and faculties, to co-create designs 
through technology. “We are all aware of the fast pace at which technology is constantly 
developing and it is important to not have anxiety about these changes. The anxiety of new 
technology can be overcome by using and understanding its potential. “Added Newport.

According to Newport, “Lecturers and students are excited to use the lab, to test the 
technology and see how it can impact in their teaching and designing procedures. Now that 
the lab is open, we will embark on a training schedule so that all staff and students can use 
the equipment and then we look forward to seeing a lot more samples and presentations 
using this technology” Newport concluded.

Themba Maduna (24), who is studying his Advanced Diploma in Interior Design, stated that 
“I am excited as it has always been my dream ever since I had started studying the interior 
design course. Having to learn about the gadgets and technology they are produced with, 
and seeing on social media about how it works, made me become infatuated with them. 
Preparation started, and as a student assistant being part of the preparation, it gave me an 
exciting feeling”, added Maduna.

Maduna said that the experience of the lab is great. “I am excited to feature my end-of-
year project on the VR and Oculus system, and do a prototype using the 3D printers. The 
Tech Lab, to me, offers a fantasy world outside of the Arts and Design Campus. The Lab 
is an extraordinary room that is both artistic and modern in terms of the technology gear 
installed. I am glad that I was here to grasp when the interior design department progressed 
like this”, added Maduna.

The tech lab features gadgets such as Flashforge 3D printers, a Cron desktop laser cutter, 
and Oculus VR goggles with digital screen, just to name a few. The mural in the lab was 
designed by the students. 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za  

SASCO Celebrates

YOUTH DAY 
at the Arcadia Campus
Mihlali Matiwane

The South African Students Congress (SASCO), 
held a Youth Day Celebration, at the Arcadia 
Campus, on June 14, 2022. The event was about 

commemorating the youth of 1976.
Kevin Phehla, chairperson of SASCO TUT Arts and 
Arcadia Branch, said the event was to reflect on, and 
remind students of, the Soweto massacre that took place 
on June 16, 1976, and to remind students of their role in 
every aspect of the country “There is no progress in this 
current time if we do not consider the youth. The people 
occupying space in parliament are quite old, now is the 
time for the youth to move the country forward, but they 
need to gain academic excellence first”, added Phehla.

According to Phehla, celebrating Youth Day is still quite 
vital as the youth of South Africa are where they are 
today due to the events that took place in 1976, “If 
we destroy that day from history, I can assure you the 
presence of the opportunity of this interview was not 
going to exist. That specific day was able to transform 
chances for a black child that is why there is a great 
importance to reflect and celebrate this day as the 
people who died that day died for a purpose. We must 
forever remember and recall it”, said Phehla.

Guest speaker, Dr Bandile Masuku, provincial executive 
committee (PEC) member of the ANC in Gauteng, stated 
that every year he addresses different platforms of 
young people and this year he decided to speak to the 
youth of TUT, “It is important to engage with  young 
people,  young minds particularly around June 16, which 
is an important day for young people. That is why I am 
here, to share ideas on what we think young people 
should be able to do moving forward as their role in their 
country”, added Bandile.

Masuku said ”Students will take from his speech that 
they should continue to learn, I think the most important 
aspect of young people, and their important role, is that 
young people must uninterruptedly learn; from different 
individuals, from different situations and different 
circumstances. If you are a young person and you stop 
learning, it might be a big problem for you in terms of 
development”, Masuku concluded. 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za  

 Interior Design Students 
testing the machines

 Dr Bandile Masuku
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CANDLE LIGHT NIGHT
Excel Fongoma

TUT’s Mbombela Campus held a Candle 
Light Night in remembrance of all men 
and women who have lost their lives due 

to Gender Based Violence (GBV).
GBV is a challenge that all South Africans may 
come across, including students which is why 
the TUT Mbombela Campus along with the DED 
have hosted this event to show the importance 
of student lives.  

Lerato Matlhadisa is a Public Finance student at 
Mbombela Campus. Matlhadisa pointed out that 
they stand with women, men, gays and lesbians 
because anyone can be a victim of GBV. 

Matlhadisa said, "Let’s not only focus on women 
and children on GBV, there are also men out 
there who are being abused also gays and 
lesbians some are abused in our residences, that 
is so touchy." 

She also added that hosting events like these at 
school is an opportunity to educate learners of 
what GBV is and how they can assist victims of 
it. Itumeleng Letlaila, a Chemical Engineering 
student said “The GBV statistics in South Africa 
are scary. Every year we commemorate 16 days 

of activism against women and children, which 
leaves one to wonder what about the rest of the 
year?” 

Letlaila added “Shouldn’t the same force 
that was used to implement lockdown at the 
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic be used 
to curb GBV seeing that even the President 
himself declared it as a pandemic?  Sad reality is 
that GBV has become the new normal in South 
Africa. The country has great legislation but 
the implementations is rather mediocre.” Our 
campuses must continue with events like these 
to educate students about GBV.”

The DED Mbombela Campus Administration 
Assistant, Katlego Mashala detailed that GBV is 
a serious issue that the world is facing. Mashala 
said, "I have decided to call upon our students to 
convey the message to all perpetrators.”

Their plan as the DED is to build a relationship 
with students so that they find a safe place to cry 
for help when it is needed.  

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za  

Excel Fongoma

TUT advocates for inclusivity through its 
first gay pride parade which took place on 
the 9 June. The event was set to address 

homophobia and teach tolerance as well as 
acceptance among students.
“This is the first time we host this event, our aim is 
to raise awareness and be a voice to the voiceless. 
We homosexuals also want to be noticed and 
respected,” said secretary of the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender plus community (LGBTQ+) 
and marketing student, Loyiso Manzini.

She added that their wish as an LGBTQ+ structure 
is for gay people to be comfortable in their own 
identity in all TUT campuses.

The fight for recognition by the society is also 
amongst their goals. Manzini said most students 
are living with fear of being judged by their 
sexuality, “some are still in the closet.”

“We support and raise our voice against the 
Gender Based Violence (GBV) that is happening 
around our country all over the world because the 
women and children that are killed and abused 
are also our family members, some of our fellow 
lesbian sisters who are raped we call for peace and 
to be valued as gay people,” she added.

The People’s university’s alumnus Ditiro Masuku 
weighed in. When sharing his views, he said 
LGBTQ+ pride events must be a gesture to be 

celebrated very often.

“Gay pride must be celebrated everyday not just 
once a year so that students can understand 
LGBTQI+ exists and are normal beings like 
everyone else. So, they must start by having an  
LGBTQI+ show on TUT FM and many other events 
that address stigma.’’

While Mongi Matyholo who’s also a TUT alumni 
said, students must learn to embrace each other 
and not judge.

“People need to live their true selves because 
life is too short to be living a double life. Yes 
some people don't want to come out or not 
ready to tell that they are gay; that's fine too. 
It's their own choice.” 

 “With our society I think there's still a long 
way to go, as a gay person the journey to 
zero hatred and acceptance of LGBTQI+ 
community is not far. I don't really need 
acceptance from anyone, give me human 
decency and respect. Just allow people to 
be themselves. Homophobic people have 
self-issues.” He said before adding that 
he encourages families and friends to be 
supportive “and show love to gay people.”  

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za    

Shouldn’t the same force that was used to implement lockdown at Shouldn’t the same force that was used to implement lockdown at 
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic be used to curb GBV the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic be used to curb GBV 

seeing that even the President himself declared it as a pandemic?seeing that even the President himself declared it as a pandemic?

- - Lerato Matlhadisa 

TUT PRETORIA CAMPUS HOSTS ITS
first gay pride parade

 TUT students attended LGBTQI

This is the first This is the first 
time we host time we host 

this event, our aim is to this event, our aim is to 
raise awareness and be a raise awareness and be a 
voice to the voiceless. We voice to the voiceless. We 

homosexuals also want homosexuals also want 
to be noticed and to be noticed and 

respected.respected.

- -  Itumeleng Letlaila.
Secretary of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 

Transgender plus community (LGBTQ+) and 
marketing student
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Musical Revue 
AT BREYTENBACH TEATRE

 Dr Leandi Steyn Delport

Musical Revue 
AT BREYTENBACH TEATRE

Musical Revue 
AT BREYTENBACH TEATRE

Mihlali Matiwane

The students of the Faculty of Arts, at the 
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT), 
performed a musical revue called ‘Before 

& After’ at the Breytenbach Theatre,on the 25 
June  in Sunnyside.
“Before & After” is a comical musical that gives 
the audience a light-hearted look at the cycle 
of relationships. The musical has a compilation 
of songs from well-known musicals such as 
“Hairspray”, “Cinderella”, just to name a few, 
and a performance of two monologues and a 
dialogue written by the director.

Dr Leandi Steyn Delport, Performing Arts 
lecturer at TUT and director of the revue, stated 
that the preparation for the show took a couple 
of months and was challenging, but they (the 
crew and cast of the revue) were able to put the 
whole thing together, “We were able to rehearse 
in bits and pieces for a while before we had to 
pull the whole thing together. Also since Covid-19 
hasn’t really left us yet, we also had to navigate 
rehearsals through that, making sure that we 
social distance and sanitise during rehearsals, 
this whole thing was challenging”, she said.

Delport said that her experience of being a 
director was incredibly rewarding, “I had the 
most amazing cast and we were there for each 
other, we supported each other. I gave them a 
150% and they gave me a 150% back. And I really 
tried to make this whole process as fun and as 
enjoyable as I possibly could”, added Delport.

Andiswa Mbolekwa, Advanced Diploma in 
Musical Theatre student and choreographer 
of the revue, stated that the creation of the 
choreography was not difficult, “Coming up with 
the choreography was actually fun. If anything, it 
made me feel very young,” said Mbolekwa.

Mbolekwa added that she could relate to the 
show as it speaks to what most people are going 
through in these times, “We were told about 
the theme of the story, which is relationships 
and technology driven things, and we all just 
could relate to it because we’re all trying to find 
relationships on all these social platforms and it’s 
actually quite difficult”, said Mbolekwa.

The show started on the 21 June to June 25, as it 
serves as a tradition for TUT. 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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THREE TUT LADIES  
RECEIVE NATIONAL TEAM CALL-UP
Xolani Ringane

Tshwane University of Technology’s ladies team got called to join the national 
team selection camp, in preparation for the Africa Women Cup of Nations 
(AWCON). The selection camp is for all players in the country and all around 

Africa to select players that will eventually join a national squad that will play in the 
AWCON in July 2022.
Chabane Reitumetsi and Tlailane Koketso were called for a preparatory 33-member 
Banyana Banyana squad and Maloro Leitsoane was chosen for her birth country, Lesotho 
national women’s team selection camp.

Chabane said“I feel so happy because it is what I’ve always worked for day in, day out 
through all my games. It means the world to me, having to chase my dreams is what I have 
always hoped for from a very young age.”

Tlailane Koketso, who has already graduated with a B-Tech from TUT in Civil Engineering 
has been part of the selection camp from 2017. “It is always exciting to represent the 
country and be recognized that you are working hard and you’re doing your best, women’s 
football is taken differently all around the world but in South Africa there is a rise in its 
popularity.People are starting to be interested in the sport but it is really tough and I still 
believe that you to have a job or a degree although I feel like in the future women’s football 
will be taken as a career.’’

Maloro Leitsoane, who is still in the process of applying for a Diploma in Sports 
Management at TUT detailed her excitement about the call up.

“I am truly excited to be chosen because I haven’t been playing at TUT currently because 
I don’t have a working permit as yet so I’ll only be able to have game time on games that 
I will be playing at the national team which will help me match my teammates when I go 
back to playing for TUT and I will also get exposure to increase my national team caps” 
Maloro added.

Co-Coach of the TUT Ladies said“Thanks to Hollywood Bets, SAFA and SABC Sport 
because honestly without them, these players wouldn’t be seen, it would all be a hearsay 
case, hopefully more will be called up but I am super proud of our players. I know they will 
bring out their best” Sizwe Sibiya concluded.  

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za 

TWO ATHLETES REPRESENT TUT IN EAST AFRICA
Xolani Ringane

Banele Shabangu and Tumisang Shezi who are part of the Tshwane 
University of Technology’s (TUT) Athletics team recently came back 
on 15 June, from participating in the African Championships that were 

taking place in the East of Africa, Mauritius from 4 June to 12 June 2022.
Banele Shabangu, a first year TUT Student in Sports Science participated in 
200m and got position four in the semi-finals but managed to come back with 
silver on the 4x100m relay.  

Shabangu detailed her experience and what athletics has exposed her to.

‘’I knew that being an athlete would take you far but I didn’t know that I would 
one day become one of those athletes, I’ve always thought that indeed the 
best athletes get the chance to go far, travel the world at an early age that 
has always been my wish and fortunately that wish has now come true. It felt 
amazing representing TUT because it is my first year and first time flying out of 
the country and overseas” a joyful Shabangu added.

Tumisang Shezi, a fourth year TUT Student in Entrepreneurship participated 
in 400m and won his first round but could not finish the semi-final race due to 

an injury.

Shezi said, it was also his first time flying out of the country and representing 
his country and university.

“I was so happy to see Mauritius for the first time, it was also my first time 
flying out of the country and I met different people from other countries and 
I got exposed to a new level of competition. I was always putting in the  hard 
work and coming to practice every day hoping that it would one day pay off 
but for now I am happy that I was able to represent my country and university 
in a continental championship” Shezi added.

Whitney Matseba, a TUT Athletics Office Assistant said “Tumisang Shezi 
and Banele Shabangu are the most humble athletes who give their best 
performance no matter what, their erformance in the Africa Championships 
games was impressive, raising the TUT flag higher and boosting the image of 
TUT Athletics.”  

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za 

TUT LADIES WIN 
AGAINST UJ FC
Xolani Ringane

Tshwane University of Technology’s ladies football team, 
well known as the Red Army, hosted the University of 
Johannesburg’s ladies football team for their Hollywoodbets 

Super League match on Saturday, 11 June. The Red Army and UJ 
Ladies FC were both playing to win three points for the league and 
the match resulted in a 1-0 score with a goal that was scored in the 
first half by Njabulo Sangweni for TUT Ladies. 
Marry Ntsoeng, a player for TUT Ladies detailed her thoughts about 
the game and compared it with the previous league games they’ve 
already played.

“Today’s game was actually challenging because the opponents 
came in to win the three points and the pace was very high, a 
competitive game overall although I feel good about the win, 
three points are important as we’ve been trying to collect them 
but drawing back to back. This is our third win so far so to us this is 
a confidence booster more than anything else” said a triumphant 
Ntsoeng.

Annah Monati, the coach of UJ Ladies FC shared her view of the 
game. “Sometimes in football, you actually need luck as you saw 
the goal that was scored by TUT, that was the last shot and that was 
it for us. The girls played so well, I like it, it was a very good game 
but unfortunately if you don’t convert, at the end of the day you 
will go home with nothing. We’re now going on a two weeks recess 
which I think we need because it will help us fix our mistakes and 
congratulations to TUT” a hopeful Monati added.

Co-Coach of TUT Ladies, Sizwe Sibiya  said “The most satisfying 
thing about this game is that we did not concede, this 1-0 score 
showed that the formula of scoring early and maintaining works, the 
girls showed character and they really put in a good effort. My back 
four and the goalkeeper put it a good shift today, I am happy about 
that”. 

  BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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TUT Soshanguve 
South Campus held 

Excel Fongoma and Zandile Magubane

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) Soshanguve North and South Campus held a Colour Run on the 18- 
June at the South Campus.  After two years of not hosting events due to the COVI-19 pandemic, the Directorate 
of Extracurricular Development (DED) called all students of both TUT Soshanguve campuses to gather together 

and be merry. It was a busy day and students were happy. 
Colour Runners vary in demographics and reasons for running. With no winner of official times, The Colour Run caters to all 

students’ even first time runners to seasoned athletes. More than half of our participants were first time 5km runners. 

Thulani Mtombeni, ambassador and Information Technology student, detailed his view saying, “We are grateful from the 
management of the institution, as we just had to look at what students wanted and we have been with few events since we 

came out of lockdown but they were online.” 

According to Mtombeni hosting events online needed them to think outside beyond the ordinary. He is also looking 
forward to more events that will be held on honor of students enjoying their academic environment.

Mtombeni said, “We had to be creative and do events online most of the time. We still have a lot of events to come 
out. Creating a fun and safe environment were students enjoy and get to showcase their talent.” 

The DED is proud to be a catalyst that inspires our participants to live a more active life style, on top of having 
fun. 

According to Kutlo Gaboinewe, a TUT Computer Science student, “Colour Run was very great and fun 
The Directorate of Extracurricular Development (DED) welcomed everyone with a  warm heart and 
everything went well planned and perfect." This was her first time participating in a TUT event and 

she is looking forward to more. 

Partakers jumped, hip-hooped and skipped their way across the 5km course that 
looped it’s way around multiple colour stations before ending up at the world’s 

well-known finish line. 

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za   

 Sibonginkosi Ndlovu

 TUT students mixing Colour Run paints

 Kutlo Gaboinewe,Lisosethu Ndayve and Sibonginkosi Ndlovu
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